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Abstract: The multi-temporal image analysis is one of the most convenient and useful ways to determine how specific attributes of a
particular area have changed between two or more regular intervals, comparing aerial photographs or satellite images of the study area
taken at different times. This study examined the impact of the expansion of degraded areas through the mineral production and
subsequent changes in natural vegetation after leaving the area over a period of 26 years in a region affected by copper mining over a
century generating environmental, social and economic impacts atCamaquã Mines, southern Brazil, using geographic information
system (GIS) and remote sensing (RS) techniques. A series of Landsat images were classified by normalized difference vegetation
index (NDVI) to produce three land cover maps of the region. From comparisons between these maps and areas with no vegetation
cover, it was possible to quantify the variation that occurs in the landscape, identifying the evolution of changes in natural vegetation
area. It has been observed that between 1985 and 1996 the degraded area has increased 8%, however, in 2011 (the last year analyzed),
there was greater vegetation cover than in the first reporting period, resulting in vegetation recovery of 26% when compared to 1985.
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1. Introduction
After the advent of the first remote sensing satellite
(Landsat 1), in 1972, the preparation of accurate reports
about the use and land use, changes in vegetation cover,
environmental
monitoring,
natural
resource
management and urban development have become
relatively simple, enabling the making of numerous
studies combining field research and satellite data in
many areas, such as urban and agricultural areas. In the
case of inaccessible areas, the only method of
obtaining data for the application of geographic
information system (GIS) and remote sensing (RS)
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techniques in the observation of periodic changes on
the surface of the Earth [1].
Although this technology has been available for
many years, the use of remote sensing for monitoring
of mining activities has rarely been applied, although,
according to K. Koruyan et al. (2012) [2], this tool has
been proven valuable in the management and planning
of some aspects in the operation of mining projects.
Change detection in remote sensing is described by
Singh (1989) [3] as “the process of identifying
differences in the state of an objector phenomenon by
observing it at different times”, determining how
specific attributes of a particular area changed between
woor more regular intervals, comparing aerial
photographs or satellite images of the area taken at
different times. In general, the detection of changes in
the characteristics of the earth’s surface, according to
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Lu et al. (22011) [4], proovides the basis
b
for a better
understandinng of the reelationships and interacttions
between human and nattural phenom
mena, assistinng in
the managem
ment and usee of resources; and invariably
this involves the applicaation of multii-temporal im
mage
analysis.
In this casse study, we have examinned the impacct of
expansion of
o degraded areas for miineral producction
and subsequuent changess in natural vegetation
v
ovver a
periodof 266 years in a region affeected by coppper
surface mining
m
for over a ceentury, cauusing
environmenttal, social andd economic impacts
i
in Minas
M
do Camaquãã, in the munnicipality of Caçapava
C
do Sul,
Rio Grandee do Sul, Brrazil (Fig. 1)). Using rem
mote
sensing teechniques, degraded and recovvered
vegetation areas
a
post-miining activityy were measuured
and calculatted based onn multispectraal and sequenntial
analysis of satellite images of norm
malized differeence
vegetation inndex (NDVI)).
It was adoopted as imagge selection parameter:
p
(1)) the
period in whhich it had daata availabilitty (the Landssat 5
satellite wass launched in 1984 and cloosed in 2013)), (2)
image qualitty that wouldd allow the application
a
off the
vegetation inndex and (3) representativveness in relaation
to historical events in thee region.
(1) 1985:: Four years after miningg company starts
modern and mechanized operation;
(2) 1996: year of deacttivation and abandonment
a
t;
(3) 20111: one year before starrting ecotourrism
activities.

Fig. 1

Flowcchart of methoodology.

2. Material
M
an
nd Methods
In
n order to check
c
the ennvironmental impact andd
deteect the evolution of changges in vegetaation cover inn
an abandoned
a
m
mining
area, rremote sensin
ng techniquess
hav
ve been appliied in the annalysis of a Landsat
L
timee
seriies. For the acquisition
a
off data, the co
oordinates off
the study area (ddescribed in S
Study Area to
opic), satellitee
imaages Landsat 5 (which has 30 meters off resolution inn
the bands of visible and infrarred) were collected duringg
threee different periods,
p
August 1985, Ju
une 1996 andd
Aprril 2011, and then the imppact coveragee zones weree
deteermined. Finaally, the degraaded area and
d in particularr
the changes in vegetation covver were quan
ntified.
The
T Fig. 1 shoows a sequennce of tasks ap
pplied in thiss
stud
dy, and each step of analyysis and imag
ge processingg
are explained in detail in the following top
pics.

3. Study
S
Areaa
The
T
study arrea is locateed between latitude andd
long
gitude -30.9008591, -53.4446582 and iss part of thee
geo
ological unit “Escudo
“
Sul R
Rio-grandense”, Caçapavaa
do Sul
S district. The
T copper orre discovery in the regionn
is dated 1865 and there were severaal cycles off
opeeration and decommissiooning until the Secondd
Wo
orld War.
In
n 1942, the Brazilian
B
Coppper Company
y (CBC) wass
foun
nded, with the particcipation off the Statee
Gov
vernment, thhe National Lamination Metals andd
own
ners and concessionair
c
res of the mines. Itss
foun
ndation arosee from the nneed to prod
duce strategicc
matterials, includding copper, dduring the warr. In 1952 thee
Pign
natari Group took control of the compaany, selling itt
to the Federal Government
G
thhrough the National
N
Bankk
for Economic annd Social Devvelopment (B
BNDES), andd
in 1975
1
the opeeration was ssuspended giv
ven the poorr
con
nditions of unnderground m
mining, which
h had reachedd
150
0 meters of depth, and the deactivaation of thee
mettallurgy that used copperr produced in
i Minas doo
Cam
maquã. In thhis period, thhe CBC has directed itss
actiivities to geollogical researrch in order to
o develop thee
chaaracterization of the ore annd expansion
n of reserves,,
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thus allowinng the impleementation of
o the “Camaaquã
Expansion Project”.
P
Mining activities were resumeed in
1981 and highly
h
mechaanized extraaction techniqques
came to be used both inn undergrounnd mines annd in
open-pit minning. In 19877, BNDES asssumed the enntire
bank debt off the companyy and in 1988 the CBC wass put
up for auctiion and has not been sold to any off the
companies qualified by withdrawal (the compaanies
qualify by withdrawal?
w
C
Consider
redraafting this bit)). As
a workarounnd, the CBC has
h just been bought
b
by its own
employees, who have coome to form a new comppany.
The BomJarrdim SA took over the activvities, paid offf its
debt to the BNDES,
B
beffore the deadline stipulateed in
the Protocool of Intentioons, and conntinued to mine
m
copper untill May 1996, when
w
the ecoonomically viiable
reserves knoown became totally
t
depleted [5].

4. Image Data
D
and Processing
For this study we haave used Laandsat 5 sateellite
images, obtaained at the Brazilian
B
Natiional Institutee for
Space Reseaarch (INPE) website
w
[6]. The
T images were
w
processed inn ArcGis andd ERDAS soft
ftware. The limits
of mining annd degradatioon were determ
mined in the time
t
interval ussing digital image prrocessing. After
A
delimitation and selection of the study area, the
vegetation index (VI) toool available on ERDAS was
applied.
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5. Estimation
n of Chan
nge in th
he Naturall
Vegetation
The
T
Vegetatiion Indexes (VI) are co
omputed andd
calcculated from the numericaal value of brrightness, thiss
worrk will be ussed vegetationn index (NDV
VI), which inn
add
dition to maap also allow
ws you to measure thee
quaantity and conndition.
The
T
NDVI is
i calculatedd using the portions off
elecctromagnetic energy refleected by the vegetation inn
the bands of red
r (wavelenngth = 0.6 micrometers)
m
)
and
dnearinfrared (wavelengthh = 0.8 micrometers). It iss
the product off a functionn which tak
kes as inputt
paraameters from
m the spectral bands of red
d and infraredd.
Thee reflectancee of bands 3 (red-visiible) and 4
(inffrared-near) of
o the Landdsat 5 sensorr, which aree
deteermined by thhe following relationship:
,

∗
,

∗

∗

(1))

Where
W
ρo,i is the spectral rreflectance inn band i, dr iss
the inverse squuare of thee Earth-Sun distance inn
astrronomical unnit, E0,i is the averag
ge value off
exo
oatmospheric solar irraddiance in the
t
band i
-2
-1
exp
pressed in Wm
W µm (sollar constant), θ the solarr
zen
nith angle (callculated from
m the solar elev
vation angle))
and
d Lrad is thhe spectral radiance in band i inn
Wm
m-2sr-1µm-1.
After
A
thatwas carried out thhe atmospherric correctionn
by the
t Dark Objject Subtractiion (DOS) method,
m
usingg
the histogram off each band tto select the darkest pixell
[7].
The
T
NDVI was determ
mined by th
he followingg
relaationship:
(2))

Fig. 2

Locattion of the stud
dy area.

Where
W
annd
repressent the reflectance bandss
in th
he infrared annd red.
As
A a result off the applicatiion of Eq. (2)), the productt
gen
nerated is stam
mped with thhe values of NDVI
N
rangingg
with
hin the range -1 to +1, w
with -1 repreesenting totall
absence of vegeetation and +
+1 maximum detected thee
pressence of vegeetation.
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6. Results and Discusssions
After the images weree processed and
a generatedd the
NDVI indexxes, the cutooff of about 0.30 was seet to
vegetation and
a no vegetaation. Thus, alll above 0.30 was
considered as vegetatioon and all below
b
that was
considered as
a no vegetatiion.
In Fig. 3 you can seee the vegetattion dynamiccs of
change in thee study area, characterizedd by a contracction
of the samee between the periods 1985 and 1996, the
mine operattion lifetime, and finallyy, expanding the
vegetated arrea in the perriod 1996 to 2011, the peeriod
after deactivvating the minne and abandoonment.
Through analysis of NDVI indexx, which deffines
thecutat 0.300 wascalculatted in the softtware ERDAS
S the
vegetation pixel
p
count (N
NDVI > 0.30) and degraaded
area (NDVII < 0.30), as
a the satelliite has a spatial
resolution of
o 30 meterrs, the areaa of each pixel
p
corresponds to 900 m². The
T measurem
ments of surrface
mine expanssion and vegeetation cover area changess are
presented inn Table1.
The Fig. 4 below show
ws a graph with
w the evoluution
of degraded area in the annalyzed periood, in which there
t

Fig. 3 An example
e
of thee land use/covver expansion and
effect on vegeetation between
n 1985 and 20111. (+1) Vegetaation.
(-1) No vegettation. Mine (mina), Town (cidade) and Dam
D
(barragem).

Tab
ble 1 Expansion of mining aand vegetation cover area.
Area(m²)
A

1996

2011

1985

Degraded
D

4
4,693,500

6,300,000

5,825,700

Veegetation

166,785,000

14,896,800

15,486,300

DegraddedArea
Period
19
985-1996
19
996-2011

Vaariation(m²)
474,300
-11,606,500

C
Cumulative(m²))
474,300
-1,132,200

Rate(%)
8
-26

Degraded
d Area
6500
6000

1000 m²

812

5500
5000
4500
4000

Year

Fig.. 1

Expansion
n of degraded aarea between 1996
1
to 2011.

is a clear recoveery of the veegetation on the
t degradedd
areaa between thee period from
m 1996 to 2011.
Fig.
F 5 shows the
t area correesponding to the open pit

Fig.. 5 An exam
mple of the exxpansion of mining
m
activityy
betw
ween 1985 and
d 1996 (differrent colours reepresent minee
boundaries related
d to the years).
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mine in isolation from other structures, this analysis is
the vectorization of the area marked as degraded from
NDVI. This corresponds to the color composition of
the year 2011 (RGB 542), in which are represented in
yellow the degradation boundaries of the year 1996 and
in black the boundaries of the year 1985.

7. Conclusions
A quick literature review shows that remote sensing
methods can be used to classify the types of land use in
apractical, economic, repetitive and large areas.
Although change detection techniques have been
widely used in multidisciplinary scientific studies to
monitor and evaluate the impacts of natural processes
and human activity on the environment, few studies
using these tools have been conducted to evaluate
changes in areas affected by mining activity.
In this paper, the authors presented an estimate of the
expansion of the degraded area and the changes in
vegetation associated with mining activity through
multi-temporal analysis of the years 1985, 1996 and
2011, applying the NDVI index.
It was observed that the area without vegetation
cover increased between 1985 and 1996 and that there
was a great expansion of vegetation after the closure of
operations and abandonment of the area in 1996,
advancing over 26% of the area characterized as
degraded, and in 2011 the area with greater vegetation
covers the first analyzed date. Total of an area is about
113 ha. It should be noted that this data is from the area
affected by mining as a whole, including the
construction of the mining town (urban sprawl),
tailings dam and open pit. By only analyzing the
influence of the open pit region, visually it is possible
to notice a big vegetable recoating.
The depletion of mineral resources has been a
common event throughout world history, but neglect
and impoverishment of these regions is not an
inevitable consequence. The use of remote sensing and
geographic information system have an increasing role
in the management of mining areas. Together, they
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provide information and statistical data for the
evaluation of habitat diversity and changing land cover
while the mine is in operation, which may be used to
formulate policies and guidelines for the management
post-mining and in planning the closure of the mine,
environmental
reclamation,
monitoring,
characterization of the landscape and socioeconomic
alternatives for rehabilitation of the area in the
production system. In this study area, the municipality
was adopted in 2012 ecotourism as an alternative to use
the area.
As future work, we suggest (1) the classification of
different types of vegetation occupying the area, for
example: dense vegetation, grassland, scrub, native
vegetation and exotic vegetation, etc; (2)
multi-temporal analysis in stream subbasin João Dias,
in order to identify changes in drought conditions and
contamination of sedimentation, as it received the solid
waste and liquid effluents from the treatment of copper
ore since the nineteenth century until the construction
of the tailings dam at the end of 1970; (3) identification
of the variation in average vegetation index only in the
mine pit area and (4) inclusion of images from different
periods in the analysis.
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